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1 Overview

In Selecting relevant information and delaying irrele-
vant data for objects recognition, Pun t al. use a notion
of comparative relevance to get a fast practical solution
to the computer vision problem of recognizing objects
from a set of image primitives. This comparative no-
tion can be roughly characterized by saying e is rele-
vant to h if

p(hle) > p(h).
This inequality has been widely studied.

Assuming relevant features (length, contrast) have
already been determined, Pun et al. use comparative
relevance hierarchically to exploit available informa-
tion to sort out the most relevant tokens. At the lowest
level, the most relevant image primitives, that is, those
simple tokens (arcs, lines) "most likely to correctly
characterize objects" are identified by an absolute rele-
vance score, the product of its reliability (roughly, the
probability it is not a segmentation artifact) and its
significance (roughly, the probability it is not part of
a background pattern). Because this score requires
measurement information, I’d argue absolute relevance
is really a comparative relevance that measures the
increased probability the simple token is meaningful
given the measurements. Each token is then multiplied
by a proximity measure, which measures its closeness
to a hypothesized region of attention, capturing the
notion that a token is more relevant if it is near some
object.

This presumably helps group simple tokens into
complex tokens. The absolute relevance of a complex
token p(Tk) is the minimum of the relevances of its
constituent simple tokens. Complex tokens are classi-
fied as objects using a combination of thresholding and
comparative relevances. A complex token Tk is consid-
ered for indexing object On iff the absolute relevance
p(Tk) is greater than a threshold and

p(T~/O,) > p(Tk),

where this "conditional relevance" p(Tk/O,,) is the av-
erage relevance of Tk for identifying On, learned dur-
ing a prior training phase. It is hard not to interpret
p(Tk/On) in terms of the subjective conditional prob-
ability p(TklOn).

2 Other notions of relevance

I’ve suggested that the mechanisms of Pun et al. inter-
pret relevance as correlation, as measuring the impact
of evidence on degree of belief in a hypothesis. This
notion of relevance figures widely in nonmonotonic rea-
soning (prediction), diagnosis, Bayes’ nets and the the-
ory of qualitative influences and it assumes that the
features relevant for initiating the recognition process
have already been discovered.

Propositions may affect the degree of belief in other
propositions in other ways. For example, statistical
statements (0.9 of birds fly) affect my belief that this
bird flies, and different relevant statistical statements
may conflict. This generates an interesting paradox
of relevance. In the presence of conflicting statistics,
more specific information seems to be more relevant
than more general knowledge. But under similar con-
ditions of conflict, it also seems that more accurate
information (for example, based on larger samples) 
more relevant than less accurate information. But one
can only be had at the expense of the other. Apropos
Kyburg (1983), the most relevant statistic is the nar-
rowest one for which adequate statistics are available.

The tension between narrowness and accuracy
should be of interest to this community. Pun et al. ad-
dress the problem of imprecise or noisy data by varying
an absolute relevance threshold. This concept of rele-
vance is related to overfitting in learning. That is, the
model resulting from treating all data as perfect may
not perform as well as one that doesn’t. Hence, delet-
ing nodes from neural nets or reducing the number
of parameters in hidden Markov models can improve
performance.

There are many other issues, not the least interest-
ing of which is the hierarchical approach to recogni-
tion. This suggests the Dempster-Shafer theory of ev-
idence will also offer unique perspectives on the notion
of relevance.
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